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"The Human Energy Freid rs constantly recervmg energy 

�,... , • ;, from the Universal Energy Field to nourish every aspect 
· "':� .� of body, mind, heart and soul." Your aura is the energetic

� "°f:?tk skin which holds all your inner, energy bodies together . 
.___� __ V_ ·_�While your energy chakras are like the pores in the
energy skin which regulate the flow of universal energy into and out of the 
body. 

Your energy field is tfte instrument of wellness and tfte source of illness. 
Barbara Brennan said it best: "it is essential that we deal with the deeper 
meaning of our illnesses. We need to ask, what does this illness mean to me? 
What can I learn from this illness? Illness can be seen as simply a message 
from your body to you that says, 'Wait a minute: something is wrong. You are 
not listening to your whole self; you are ignoring something that is very 
important to you' A return to health requires more personal work and change 
than simply taking pills prescribed by a doctor. Without personal change, you 
will eventually create another problem to lead you back to the source that 
caused the disease in the first place." 

Your Aura: Skin of Inner Energy Bodies 

* surrounds your physical body in a 360
degree circumference (as in the picture).
* contains light, color and sound.
* extends a radius of about six feet all
arround you interacting with everything
going on around you internally and
externally.
* is reacting to every thought, word, feeling,
choice, and action at the speed oflight.
* is electromagnetic and interpenetrates
our physical body with electrical energy.

,__ __________ _,* you are a vibrational being: composed of 
light and sound at the lowest level. 

* is the holographic, energetic matrix for your physical body
........ because energy always precedes matter. 
* is your "energy body" moving "living bioplasma" through your physical
body.
* is the living bioplasma variously referred to as:
........ chi (China), ki (Japan), manna (Hawaii), prana (India). 
* can be photographed with scientific instrument like the Kirlian camera.
* is the vital life force that makes you alive and interconnected with all life
........ animals, plants, humans, objects. 
* is a 6 dimensional balance of flowing fluid layers and strong grid structures:
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